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Outline
A primer of Supersonic Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(SuMBE): how can we grow materials in a way
conceptually different from what used so far.
Experimental results on graphene growth only.
However SuMBE is a totally general approach
(SiC).
Computational modelling of graphene growth via
SuMBE by a variety of ab-initio and multiscale
techniques.
Perspectives and conclusions.

Why graphene?

Graphene differs from most three-dimensional materials.
Intrinsic graphene is a semimetal or zero-gap
semiconductor.
The electrons and holes are called Dirac fermions
and the six corners of the Brillouin zone are called
the Dirac points
High electron mobility at room temperature, with
reported values in excess of 15,000 cm2·V−1·s−1
Unexpectedly high opacity for an atomic monolayer
in vacuum
One of the strongest materials known with a breaking
strength over 100 times greater than a hypothetical steel film
of the same (thin) thickness

Motivation of the work
•

•

•

Due to the rarity in nature, graphene is typically man-made by:
i) mechanical exfoliation; ii) reducing graphite to multilayer graphene
oxide and then sonicate; iii) sonication in dilute solutions of organic
acid, alcohol, and water, where the mixture is exposed to ultrasonic
irradiation iv) CVD on metallic substrates.
Unless using “pencil and tape” these methods involve many steps, use
very strong oxidising and reducing agents.
Graphene synthesis on metals is affected by
several drawbacks:
•

high material processing temperature (T> 1000 oC)

•

lattice/thermal exp. coeff. mismatch

C diffusion and segregation within the substrate, creating a
number of defects.
•

•
•

•

many steps, including transfer to semiconductor substrates

Can we think about a more exotic way to produce graphene, which is
cheaper and lower in temperature?
Can computational modelling help in understanding (and thus controlling)
the growth mechanisms, as experiments can be long and difficult?

Graphene growth
No doubt you need carbon to build graphene

Carbon exists in

Substrates?

many shapes

Metal: Ni, Cu, Au, Ir….
Semicon: SiO2, SiC…

+

= ?

Our building blocks: Cu + C60
Cu(111) reconstructed surface:
cleave along 111 direction

GOOD FOR SuMBE:
many dangling bonds make this
surface very reactive, catalysis
growth of graphene on Cu is
known to proceed by surface
adsorption, low C solubility
is self-limiting, thus
manufacturable

GOOD FOR SuMBE:
No hydrogen or oxygen
Mechanically and chemically stable but
not totally unreactive (electronegative)
as the carbon atoms are sp2-hybridized
Cheap, sublimates below T=800 K
Simple to accelerate and massive
ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES of C60 :
Semicond: 1.6 eV in the ground state
Aromatic but not superaromatic

NO WAY!!!

How to make it or the ways we have to
break an object:
Hammer-like interactions:
as we do with a coconut (quite
intrusive for microelectronics)

Meteorite-like interaction:
smash the coconut against a wall
as with meteorites impinging
earth's surface

Think SuMBE
Highly diluted supersonic beams are appealing for both organic thin films and clusterassembled nanomaterials depositions.
Continuous supersonic
molecular beam source
Gas injection
Carrier gas:
In a quartz tube an inert carrier gas
cell
H2, He, Ar
is seeded with species sublimated
by Joule heating. The mixture then
expands into vacuum through a
nozzle. Kinetic energy can be
tuned by changing the carrier gas
and the seeding parameters (source
temperature, gas inlet pressure).
TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY

Aerodynamic
acceleration
up to tens of eV!!
For MBE, KE~0.05eV
EiK ≈ (mi /<m>)T0
<m>= Σ i Xi mi

C60 /Si(111)7x7 @ RT: structural properties
0.70 ML C60/Si(111)7 × 7
film formed @ 35 eV KE

LEED analysis

Si(111) bright spots
and weak reflections
from the 3C-SiC
phase (circled spots)

-20% lattice parameter vs.

3C-SiC!

Si, typical of
Nanoislands >20nm

TEM analysis

UPS analysis
AFM analysis

3C-SiC nanocrystalline
islands, <10nm, with a
completely relaxed lattice!

Room T graphene???

No cage rupture was found at
room

STM
Freestanding Graphene
283.48 eV
Graphene
284.14 eV
Carbon Residual
285.27 eV
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c h e m i cal

f e at u r e s

strongly different from those of

Fullerenes like spending the excess
of kinetic energy for rearranging
their position on the Cu
surface: opposite than SiC
LEED

UPS

fullerene. At 645OC G is formed.
Raman

CAKE WITHOUT COOKING IN 3 MOVES
SuMBE can promote the C-C
covalent bond at lower
temperature than CVD.

LOW T,
PLEASE

For the first time graphene
ordered domains have been
observed at such a low
temperature.

Open questions for theory
What is the nature of the chemicalphysical processes at the film/Cu
interface?
What is the C60 beam KE threshold for
cage breaking?
Can we model the G synthesis by using
classical or quantum mechanics?

First approach: Molecular Mechanics
Hard spheres interacting through empirical pair-wise potential (LJ)

Computer simulation can find the equilibrium structure or dynamical
and adsorption properties of many carbon-based materials and
work particularly well on rare-gas elements, such as helium and
argon, due to their closed shell electronic structure.
We can do better and use 3-body interaction terms (Stillinger-Weber,
Tersoff-Brenner, ReaxFF)
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Intermezzo: Graphene trumpets
Lobachevsky geometry in the Euclidean

Euler-Poincare formula:

three-dimensional laboratory

an excess of 6
heptagons with
respect to pentagons

Embedding a surface
of constant negative
Gaussian curvature
into the real
Euclidean 3D-space

Find a signature of the
Hawking-Unruh effect

Alfredo’s talk

A general method for constructing surfaces of constant negative
curvature
Choose a starting point
(can be random)

FIRE algorithm:
★
★

Use MD (F=ma) to generate x, v, F
re-adjust velocities according to

v̇(t) = F (t)/m

(t)|v(t)|(v(t)

F (T ))

Use FIRE algorithm with LJ
potential for finding the
optimal tessellation of the
space

No

Construct the Wigner-Seitz
cell of the minimized lattice
Is the pseudosphere
a proper Beltrami’s?

Like a skier: retard and steer!
Use FIRE algorithm with 3-body
interatomic interactions for finding
the minimal pseudosphere

Perform first-principles
electronic structure
simulations

Yes
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Graphene trumpets (2146)

Graphene trumpets (5506)

Graphene trumpets (1146)

First approach: Molecular Mechanics
When applied to graphene growth?
IT FAILS BADLY:
•

Computer simulations are in complete disagreement
with experiments.

•
•

Cu structural order is kept
No evidence of C60 cage breaking, with superficial
permeation up to an energy per atom 10 times the
experimental one.

Experiment vs. theory?

Application of classical MD
REGIMES AT ROOM T
1. < 30 eV: CLUSTER DEPOSITION
AND CHEMISORPTION OF THE
CLUSTER AS A WHOLE
2. 30-100 eV: SURFACE
PENETRATION
3. 100-300 eV: PARTIAL
FRAGMENTATION
4. 300-500 eV: SURFACE
SPREADING AND CAGE
DISRUPTION
5. 500-1000 eV: CRATER
FORMATION
6. > 1 KeV: SPUTTERING
Back: Sonata n 2

APPLICATION OF BO-DFT
Fullerene impact on Cu seems totally out of reach of classical
molecular dynamics
This model has frozen electronic structure and potential is
simple pair (no chemistry): no electrons no party!

Second way: use QM = H

=E

!!!!

Ab initio m.d. where forces are calculate via the Hellmann-Feynman
theorem on the electronic ground state calculated including
explicitly the electronic motion

Key approximations in DFT
The exchange-correlation energy Exc is a function of
the electron density.
BO approximation: due to different timescales
( MN /me

4) electrons and nuclei decouple
10

BO-DFT
AT 50 eV
Ex-corr:
LDA
PP:
LDA/GGA
PAW 500 eV
cut-off
Sampling:
point
4 seasons Vivaldi

Failures of DFT in graphene growth by SuMBE
We tried to increase the substrate
temperature
We tried to charge negatively the
fullerene.
We tried defects in the fullerene
cage (C57,58,59).
We tried to smash two fullerene in
cascade.

Can DFT be so much in error? What is missing?
Electronic Structure and BO approximation
Sponge keeps together panettone. Only sponge no taste...
Sultana change the taste, but DFT assumes that the taste
does not depend much on their distribution (basically we
still have a panettone).
The source of the interesting properties in c.m. is
the rearrangement of electrons due to the arrangement
of the nuclei: chemical bonding

BO:

MN /me

4

10

Non-adiabatic MD

Electronic transitions ~1017 Hz
Ionic eigenvibration period ~ 1012 Hz .

5

= ⌧p /⌧e = 10
'1

1.6 eV band-gap ~ 1015 Hz, collision
time scales are of the order of few fs
Timescales are comparable: electrons
cannot relax fast enough to the ground
state relative to the instantaneous
configuration of the nuclei.

Forces used in the MD simulation are
calculated on the pure adiabatic
surfaces populated at the present MD
step.
PES on which nuclei move changes
significantly, possibly allowing for
cage breaking at lower kinetic
energy.

Beethoven: Ode to joy

7
Populated electronic state

The electrons “lag behind” the nuclei
during the collision, creating an
intense dipole moment, responsible
for the electronic excitation.
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First multiscale: metadynamics
Large potential barriers (long waiting
times) make it difficult to explore
configurational space (typically > 1
microsec)
Metadynamics has been
developed as a tool to
increase sampling efficiency.
Drop repulsive Gaussians in the
places already visited until the
basins are filled and the system
jumps to another place in the
configuration space (same trick
used for ships with gates)

Verdi: Va’ Pensiero

Second multiscale: KMC + NEB
In KMC long-time dynamics consists of occasional jumps from one state to another
according to the event probability (TST)

pi = e

EAi /KT

/

X

e

EAi /KT

By comparing such probability with a r. n. on (0:1), a final state m is
m
m
chosen if:
X1
X

Pn < u <
Pn
n=1
X n=1
The clock is incremented by t = 1/
Pn and steps are repeated until steady
state condition is reached.

P /e

EA /kT

Thermally activated processes are characterized by a activation energy and a reaction path in a
multidimensional configuration space
In order to find these properties the Nudged Elastic Band method is usually adopted:
✤

start from a plausible reaction path discretized with P images

✤

minimize the orthogonal component of the force on the images

Jump, dimer and trimer formation
200
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Kidanby at al. Nano Lett. 2013, 13,
4769−4778

TAKE HOME MESSAGES
I presented a new experimental method (SuMBE) for
effectively growing SiC and (maybe) graphene at room T.
Theoretical interpretation points towards the inclusion
of non-adiabatic effects in the growth dynamics of SiC,
and G beyond BO approximation.
Hard to accept for a theorist: always believe in
experiments.
Can SuMBE be a powerful tool to produce other
materials as fashionable as SiC or graphene? Yes...long
story still to be finished hopefully for the next meeting.
Papers already out:
JACS (134:17400, 2012)
J. Chem. Phys. (138:044701, 2013) - Journal cover
J. Mol. Mod. (in press, 2014)
Work on graphene growth (to be submitted soon)
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